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Introduction
Over the past 15 years our research group has been exploring models of developmental robotics and curiosity. Our
research is based on the premise that intelligent behavior
arises through emergent interactions between opposing
forces in an open-ended, task-independent environment.
In an initial experiment we constructed a recurrent neural
network model where self-motivation was "an emergent
property generated by the competing pressures that arise
in attempting to balance predictability and novelty" [5]. The
system first focused on its error, then learned to successfully predict its error, and finally became habituated to what
caused the error. This process of focusing, learning, and
habituating can be seen as a rudimentary type of curiosity.
However, focusing directly on error can be problematic: one
issue is that it may be intractable to focus on all dimensions
of sensory error at once, and prediction may be impossible in real-world, noisy environments. To better understand
learning in noisy environments, a predictable task was em-

bedded into varying amounts of randomness [2]. Even in
conditions with extreme noise (75%), networks trained with
prediction of their hidden state were able to more quickly
and successfully discern the signal from the noise. We believe that this type of self-awareness is necessary for developing more sophisticated behavior.

Figure 1: The proposed
attention-mediated, multi-level
framework. Initially, the system will
be driven by errors generated by
the low-level predictions. Over
time, the system will begin to
develop high-level predictions, and
then attention must mediate
between the levels, deciding on
where to focus its curiosity.

To cope with the continual flood of sensory data, which
William James described as "one great blooming, buzzing
confusion," we explored several hierarchical, categorization models. The first model was based on self-organizing
maps [1], and we demonstrated that autonomously created
categories could be subsequently activated to guide an
agent’s behavior. The second model was based on growing
neural gas [4], and improved on the first model by allowing
the topology and number of categories to emerge based on
experience.

Attention-Mediated Multi-Level Framework
Our current focus is to bring these components—prediction,
novelty, curiosity, self-awareness, and categorization—
together to build a complete model of development. In order
to integrate these components, we propose an architecture
that mediates low-level and high-level predictions via attention (see Figure 1). Attention is essential to a developmental system in order to focus resources on the most salient
prediction errors. The resulting behavior is what we would
describe as curiosity. This model is inspired in part by existing research that points to the importance of prediction
in cognition [6, 3] combined with bottom-up and top-down
interactions.
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